Accelerated Learning Certificate Program
Your Gateway to Engage and Motivate Learners

Four Fridays:
October 14, 21, 28 & November 4
8:30am to 4:30pm

Where:
CSU West Center,
26202 Detroit Road,
Westlake, OH 44145

Fee:
$1499 (10% discount to CSU Alumni and ATD members)

Learn fun and fast-paced programs to create interactive training activities. Accelerated Learning (AL) takes a research approach to training that is grounded in neuroscience and creates optimal learning environments.

At the conclusion of this four-session program you’ll be able to:

- Build training skills.
- Transform dry content into exciting activities.
- Describe the AL cycle of design and delivery.
- Create work-related training that demonstrates the AL key principals.
- Discuss effective use of music to support learning.
- Apply principals to e-learning.
- Design and present a short content segment.
- Create an effective learning environment including six room surfaces and seating.
- Prepare a portfolio of supporting materials that demonstrates your mastery of AL.

Facilitated by two premiere Accelerated Learning experts

Susan Aldrich, co-founder of Northeast Ohio Accelerated Learning Special Interest Group (NEOALSIG). Through her knowledge and training, Susan is known as a champion and forerunner of bringing new AL techniques to clients. Susan is able to quickly ignite AL techniques to benefit organizations and their employees.

Sarah Spengler, co-founder of NEOALSIG with Susan and is an experienced trainer, facilitator, coach and Organization Development practitioner. A Level 2 AL Master Practitioner and uses the AL approach for her training and consulting, Sarah currently works as Innovation Partner for MetroHealth System and maintains an external consulting and coaching practice, Grace Partners, LLC. Sarah also serves on the Board of International Alliance for Learning.

Sponsored by the Department of Counseling, Administration, Supervision and Adult Learning

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY
engagedlearning

Call:
(216) 687-3867

www.csuohio.edu/cehs/casal/accelerated-learning-certificate-program
Email:
cecasal@csuohio.edu